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958 Cayenne / T3 Touareg  

(Air suspension / Steel spring)  

Rock Slider install 

 

This installation is a guide to help install your Gen 2  2010+ cayenne / Touareg Rock 

sliders. 

Photos below may differ from your T3 / 958 underbody plastics. The vehicle in these 

photos are for a air suspension 958. IF you have a steel spring chassis than some of 

the items in the photos will not pertain to you. Overall its the same processes on all 

models. 

1. remove left and right lower plastic under shield. these are held on with torx 

screws. You will no longer need the hardware or covers. 
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2.with the covers removed you will see all the body plugs that will need to be 

removed in order to install the rock sliders. They are just snapped in so you can pop 

out by hand or with a flat head. there is 6 total,  the other 2 arrows point to the 

mounting points that are already threaded in the body, and the other 2 smaller blind 

holes are for the smaller locking hardware. 

So 12 mounting points total. 

3. This is what the mounting hardware looks like. The larger bolt of the two go 

vertical in the side of the body  ( QTY 3 per side ) and the last two go inside the lower 

frame rail parallel with the car. They will have plastic holding sleeves threaded onto 

them. dont remove these. they will make your life easier when it comes to installing 

them. We have paper in these photos but you will have plastic in place. slip the large 

end into the blind hole and then feed the opposite end in so the bolt now is flush. 

when installing the rock sliders the bolt sandwiches between the rock slider on the 

frame for a secure mounting finish. 

The next photos below show how the Special L bolts we included are installed in the 

frame rails. ( photos may not reflect your car.   

The hardware kit is assembled is built for multiple applications so you may have 

leftover hardware. Nothing to be alarmed about. 
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IF YOU HAVE ANY QUESTIONS, COMMENTS, OR CONCERNS RELATED TO YOUR PRODUCT 

PLEASE CONTACT US! 


